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"Hey! I want to play too," Cat yelled at Dog. "No cats allowed," said...
Dog. Today was just like any other day. Cat and Dog couldn't get along.

Cat found a green ball to play with. When Dog saw
the ball, he grabbed it. Cat got mad and yelled, "I found it first. Give it back!"
Dog said, "now it's my ball." Cat was mad and chased after Dog. Dog
stopped suddenly and Cat ran into him. They saw two girls fighting just like them over a doll. Give me the doll Alyssa, said Savannah. "No, it's mine," yelled
Alyssa. Savannah said to Alyssa, "Hey!
Maybe we should be sharing instead."
of fighting. "You're right. We should be sharing," said Alyssa. Cat looks at Dog. Dog
Said, "maybe we should be like the girls and share the ball." Cat smiled and said, "I love that idea!" Cat and Dog became best friends. They met in the park.
everyday to play
with their ball.